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A meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System with the Federal Advisory Council was held in the offices of

the Board of Governors in Washington on Tuesday, February 19, 1952,

at 10:30

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Evans
Mr. Vardaman
Mr. Powell
Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson

Mr. Carpenter, Secretary

Messrs. Jackson, Smith, Gund, Fleming, Davis,
Brown, Alexander, Ringland, Beals, Ray, and
Lochead, Members of the Federal Advisory
Council from the Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth,
Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh,
and Twelfth Federal Reserve Districts, respec-
tively.

Mr. Ernest Clayton, President of the Industrial
Trust Company, Providence, Rhode Island, who
attended the meeting as alternate for Mr.
Bucklin from the First Federal Reserve District.

441Q
114d were elected to serve with Messrs. Brown and Fleming, ex officio

ketibe

Mr. Prochnow, Secretary of the Federal Advisory
Council.

At its earlier separate meeting the Federal Advisory Council

eelected
Edward E. Brown as President of the Council, Mr. Fleming

as 174_
e President, and Mr. Prochnow as Secretary. Messrs. Jackson, Smith,

s as members of the executive committee of the Council.
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Before this meeting the Federal Advisory Council submitted to

the Board of Governors a memorandum setting forth the Council's views

()tithe subjects to be discussed with the Board at this joint meeting.

Ihe 
statement of the topic, the Council% views, and the discussion

wtth respect to each of the subjects were as follows:

1. Answers to the Patman Questionnaire. When its
meeting is held the Council will have received
copies of the answers submitted in response to
the questionnaires of the Patman Subcommittee.
The Board would be pleased to have any comments
that the Council might wish to make regarding
the answers and particularly with regard to the
answers submitted by Chairman Martin.

The members of the Council appreciate the opportunity
they have had to read drafts of the answers the Chairman of
the Board has made to a number of the questions submitted to
}Wu by the Patman Subcommittee. The Council has been very
much impressed with the comprehensive and constructive man-
ner in which the problems dealt with in these questions have
been discussed. The answers in a number of cases include a
thoughtful and scholarly analysis of the historical back-
ground necessary for adequate consideration of the complex
monetary, banking, and fiscal issues involved. The members
Of the Council are pleased to find themselves in general
agreement with the drafts of almost all of the answers sub-
mitted to them. They hope that the answers of the Chairman
of the Board will contribute to a better and more widespread
understanding of the important functions of the Federal Re-
serve System in the American economy. The Council will dis-
cuss certain of the replies with the Board.

President Brown stated that the Council had received copies
ot
uaWts of answers prepared by the Board to the Patman questionnaire

the exception of the answer to question 29 and that it was understood
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that a number of changes had subsequently been made in the drafts.

Chairman Martin stated that a copy of the answer to question

29 relating to the Treasury-Federal Reserve accord would be furnished

the members of the Council and this was done immediately following the

adjournment of this meeting.

President Brown made the further comment that the members of

the 
Council were impressed and pleased with the complete and scholarly

alUllYers to the questions relating to special reserves and reserves based

°4 classes of assets, and that the discussion of the subject was fair

and made it clear that the special reserve plan MS not an answer to

all of the problems of Government finance and the stabilization of the

eeclIcmYs He reiterated the position taken by the Council previously

that
arlY reserve plan based on Government securities or classes of assets

w°4341 be detrimental to the economy and would not accomplish the pur-

134" for which it had been urged. The Council was also impressed, he

414) with the answers relating to the semi-independent status of the

1341"d• He added that one question on which the Council probably would

d-iff 
ex' with the Board was the answer relating to whether the Board

,141 be given control of the reserves of nonmember banks. He said

that 
the Council had been opposed to that proposal in the past and,

11410 it was natural that the Board would want such authority, the

00141-,
'.1-1 did not agree and if legislation were proposed to that end the
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lit. t,

Council would feel free to oppose it.

Mr. Fleming observed that while he could understand why the

Board would want the authority as a practical matter and on purely

P°1itic9l grounds he was satisfied that, for reasons which he outlined,

the Congress would not grant the authority.

Chairman Martin stated that the answers to the questionnaires

altmitted to him by the Patman Subcommittee had been concurred in by

the 
members of the Board (other than Messrs. Mills and Robertson who

were not members of the Board when the answers were submitted to the

Subcommittee) so that the answers represented the views of the Board

44d not of the Chairman alone. He added that the answers were prepared

bY the staff under the direction of Mr. Young, Director of the Division

Or 14-
-"search and Statistics, with the assistance of nine outside con-

sultants in addition to Mr. Prochnow, Secretary of the Federal Advisory

C°'411eil, that numerous changes were made in the drafts which resulted

a tremendous editing task, and that the answers as submitted were a

Irsli-edited and exceedingly comprehensive review of the problems pre-

4141ted• He went on to say that it was expected that the answers would

skblished by the Subcommittee on the 28th of this month.

President Brown said that he could not express too strongly the

tee
'ng of the Council with respect to the very conscientious and able
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job that had been done on the answers and that they should go a long

waY to help the thinking of Congress and the public on questions re-

lating to monetary policy.

President Brown's comment was followed by a brief discussion

of the tentative plans for the hearings before the Patman Subcommittee.

2. Business and economic conditions and changes in 

bank loans. The Board would like to have the
views of the Council on the prospective business
and economic situation during the next six months
and also with respect to changes in the volume of
bank loans during the first half of 1952 and the

principal purposes for which loans will be made.

No member of the Council expects a sharp break or a

serious recession in business activity in the first half
Of 1952. Employment and production are with few exceptions
at a high level, and business generally is good. There are

substantial differences in the viewpoints of members of the

Council regarding the probable trends of bank loans up to

July 1st in their respective districts. In addition to local
factors, such as weather and its effect on various segments

of the agricultural industry, there are a number of general

factors, including the acceleration in the payment of corpo-

rate income taxes and the rate of defense expenditures, whose

influence on the probable demand for bank credit is exceed-

lngly difficult to foresee and measure with any certainty.
A majority of the members of the Council expect some increase

in bank loans in their districts, but a minority expect loans
in the districts they represent to decline. Taking the country

as a whole, no important change in the aggregate amount of bank

loans is expected during the first half of 1952.

Loans will necessarily be made for the normal production

and distribution of goods. Loans for the purpose of carrying

inventory are tending to decline. Loans for industries en-

gaged in defense activities are increasing and will undoubted-

1Y continue to increase. Loans for the purpose of housing, in
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the opinion of a majority of the Council, will decrease, and
loans for carrying installment credit will probably remain
constant or decrease slightly.

President Brown amplified the above statement of the Council

alld said that the districts which were largely agricultural, including

lanneapolis, Kansas City, and Atlanta, were the districts in which a

decline in loans was expected, that all districts expected inventory

1°&ms to decline, and that it VW almost impossible to determine what

effect the Mills Plan of accelerated tax payments would have on bank

1°411e but that it undoubtedly mould have some effect. There was a gen-

discussion of the likely demand for housing credit during the next

816c months particularly in the light of comments made by Mr. Young,

Director of the Board's Division of Research and Statigtics, in a state-

before the Council yesterday that the demand for housing credit

14:LEOlt be greater in 1952 than in 1951. President Brown stated that a

143°114 of the Council felt that housing credit would decline during

t4afirst six months of the year.

In response to an inquiry by Chairman Martin as to whether any
Of

members of the Council felt that the economic situation MB not

44revorable as it appeared, Mr. Ringland commented on the extent to

11411.1 business activity had declined in his district and Mr. Jackson
Qo

(fated on bank loans in New York, stating that he did not think loans

1*°11141 decrease between now and the first of July.

I I
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Mr. Mills inquired whether one million housing starts in 1952

would involve a further expansion of bank credit or whether the starts

could be financed by normal liquidation of existing mortgage debt.

Messrs. Brown and Fleming responded that such a volume of

activity would reduce funds available for insurance company lending

to business which would turn to the banks and that there would also

be a heavy demand for credit for furniture and appliances for the new

hOraes•

Mr. Vardaman asked for the views of the Council on the wage and

labor situation over the next few months and what effect increases in

luftraoyment might have on demands for social legislation.

Mr. Fleming stated that the labor situation in the Fifth Dis-

trlet was very tight and wages were being forced materially higher.

Mr. Alexander commented that while there were strikes in the

l'adlioah area and the situation in the St. Louis area was "up and down"

tIlere vas little unemployment around Memphis, and that the principal

1)1‘°131en1 was in agriculture where there had been a bad cotton crop which

l'aa Proving to be a very expensive crop because of the high wages that

hacIto be paid.

Mr. Beals commented that there was unemployment among building

t r
smen in his district.
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President Brown added that while there were spotty conditions

Of unemployment such as in the automobile and textile industries, taking

the country as a whole these conditions were not widespread enough to

cltset the outlook for high level business activity and employment.

Mr. Ray stated that his district always had a shortage of farm

Ilands and that there was also a shortage of skilled labor.

3. System credit policies. Does the Council have any

suggestions regarding System credit policies? What
form should System policy take in the event infla-

tionary pressures are renewed later in the year?

Until it becomes necessary for the Treasury to raise from
the banks a considerable amount of new money to cover deficits,
the Council believes that the present policies being followed
by the Open Market Committee of maintaining a flexible and

orderly market for government securities and a reasonably firm

money market should be continued. During this period the Coun-
cil also believes that no change should be made in reserve re-

quirements or in the rediscount rate.

Unless the Treasury can find ways of channeling a large

volume of individual savings into Government securities, it
Will be necessary for the Treasury in the last half of 1952 to

borrow from the banks, which will be inflationary. Since no
large reduction in bank loans is possible in view of the neces-
sity of the banks financing both the essential civilian economy
and the defense expenditures, any substantial purchases of

Government obligations by the banks would require that the

banking system be provided with reserves, either through a re-

duction in reserve requirements or through open market opera-

or both. As between the two methods of providing re-

serves, a majority of the Council would favor creating additional
bank reserves by lowering reserve requirements, rather than by
having the Federal Reserve Banks acquire further large amounts
Of Government securities through open market activities.
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By the next meeting of the Council with the Board in
May, the requirements of the Government and the Treasury pro-
gram necessary to attract non-bank funds into government
securities should be clearer. The Council would be pleased
to discuss this question again with the Board in the light
of conditions at that time.

The Council suggests the
of publicizing the objectives
straint program. The program
and constructive influence in
tial uses.

continued use of every means
of the Voluntary Credit Re-
has been and is a beneficial
restricting credit to essen-

In its Memorandum to the Board of September 18, 1951,
the Council stated that it believed "the imposition by re-
cent legislation of limitations upon the authority previously
granted the Board by Congress over consumer and real estate
credit was a serious mistake. At an appropriate time the
Board should ask for the removal of these limitations." The
Council believes the time is now appropriate for the Board
to ask for the removal of these limitations. This would
enable the Board further to restrict housing and installment
credit if desirable.

As a means to finance the prospective deficit other
than by the banks, the Council believes that the Treasury
Should be urged to issue long-term bonds at an interest rate
which would insure their sale. The terms required for the

successful issuance of such long-term bonds should of course
be discussed with insurance companies, the managers of large
Pension funds, and others.

President Brown stated that the first paragraph of the above

814Itsment covered particularly the period up to July 1. He referred to
the ,

4.act that the Treasury anticipated some need for deficit financing
beto,,

July 1 but that in their statement to the Council yesterday Messrs.

1011

and Yonngdahl of the Board's staff indicated the view that there

IT°11-14 be no cash deficit in fiscal 1952. He expressed the view that the
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voluntary- credit restraint program was accomplishing a good deal but

that it was easier to make that program effective when money was tight.

The Council felt, he said, that the Board had done an extremely good

Job in the last six months and that until cash deficits began to appear

the
present System credit policy should be continued.

With respect to the balance of the above statement, President

1311c4vh said that the Council and the Board were fully aware of the very

aerious problem that would confront the Treasury when heavy deficits
would

be concentrated in the last half of the calendar year 1952. He

al's° said that the Council felt that any substantial reduction in bank

1"-he in that period was not likely and that while Messrs. Young and
Ycun„,

-l'.'4.4114 in their statements expressed the opinion that it might be

11381b1e in the last six months of the calendar year to contract non-

Glr'ell'nment bank credit by as much as $2 billion that seemed to the

C(5/Lci1 to be beyond what would be possible in the light of the need
ter 

credit to move crops. The Council questioned whether there -would
be

mt contraction of credit outside of real estate and consumer credit

441 it was for that reason that the Council suggested in the above state-

141'4 that the Board should go to the Congress and in the light of prospec-
tive m

treas,
deficits ask that the limitations that had been placed on

all:411°1'4Y to tighten consumer credit and real estate credit be removed.

the
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President Brown added that to the extent that Government spend-

ing did not come up to estimates the problem faced by the Treasury

would be eased, but that it appeared that there would be a large cash

deficit which would be beyond the capacity of insurance companies and

°tiler institutional investors and personal trusts to meet, and that it

1.48 hoped that something would be done in the defense bond program

belr°rId what the Treasury had shown an inclination to do up to the

Pl'esent time. He want on to say that if the deficit could be kept to

manageable proportions and the amount of reserves that the System would

have to put into the market was small, every member of the Council would

feel that the needed reserves should be supplied through open market

°Parations, but that if the deficit turned out to be of the size anti-

Pated a majority of the Council felt it would be preferable to reduce

erve requirements. The Council also felt, he said, that a realistic

rate 4.
c)-1- probably 3 per cent would attract a large amount of funds in

e°1111tition with the demand for mortgage funds and other forms of in-

Irestment.

Mr. Fleming suggested that instead of waiting to see what funds

461Te left in the market after other investment demands were met the
Treas

1117 should move in advance to get some of those funds and that in-

stitut.
1c)nal investors were interested in preserving the purchasing power
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Of the dollar and in avoiding monetization of the Government debt and

would cooperate in such a program. He also said that while the Council

last year felt that it was not opportune at that time to ask Congress

for removal of the limitations placed on the authority of the Board

with respect to consumer and real estate credit, he felt that with

the T1-
4-Aafense Production Act coming up for renewal the Board was now

in a Position to ask that the limitations be removed.

Mr. Vardaman asked for the views of the Council on the question

whether, if the terms on instalment credit substantially restricted

demand at the retail level, the result would be to shift demands for

credit to inventory loans to carry the factory output undertaken to

411°id unemployment and whether it would not be preferable to restrict

Pr°duction at the factory rather than the demand for goods at retail.

President Brown stated that it was the repeated view of the

C°11111eil that in a peace-time economy there was no place for Government

Nulation of either consumer or real estate credit but that we did not

have a Peace-time economy at the present time. He also said that con-

/1171er credit was much less important in the economy than real estate

credit but unless the Board could get other agencies to restrict terms

04r
e44
_,

estate credit materially there was not much that could be done

that 
field. On the question of restricting production at the factory
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level, he expressed the view that automobile and other manufacturers

would not continue to flood the market with goods. Statements by

Maier members of the Council supported that view.

Returning to the difficult problem of Treasury financing that

lies ahead, Chairman Martin stated that real progress was being made in

Meeting it, that the relations with tho Treasury had never been better,

that representatives of the Board were participating in Treasury meet-

and were having regular luncheon meetings with Treasury staff, and

that Yesterday he had participated in a meeting at which the savings

br)lid. program was discussed. He added that everything possible was being

(1°Ils to attract non-bank funds and that the financing was such a vital

Plicftgem from the standpoint of preserving the purchasing power of the
doll

it
It was his view that the actual figures on the size of the Treasury

cash 
deficit would fall somewhere between the estimates made by the

Treat—
QLTY and the Federal Reserve staffs. He was disturbed by the failure

Ot

's in the banking and business community to recognize the size of
the fi

riancing problem and stated that in this critical period there was
oppo

Was

the Tre

rtunity to explore the field. The current financing, he said,

4 VerY real step in the right direction and it was the intention of

ssurY to call in representatives of institutional investors to
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exlazTe what could be done to divert funds from these sources into

Government securities.

Mr. Fleming expressed complete agreement with Chairman Martin's

statement and said that at a recent meeting of the board of directors

°f the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company he had talked about the place

f Government securities in the company's portfolio as a means of pre-

"ing the purchasing power of the dollar.

President Brown expressed the opinion that there was not much

difference 
between the views of the Board and the Council on this matter

and that while the Council would like very much to be able to tell the

841%11Nith some assurance what should be done it did not have the answer

t0 the Problem which would have to be found largely in the decisions

Inade at the Treasury.

4. Legislation, The Board has been considering the

legislation that it will propose for enactment in
the current session of Congress and would appre-

ciate the comments of the Council in that connection.

, The Council does not know what legislation the Board con,
irmplates proposing at the present session of the Congress.
;Ile Council will be pleased to discuss with the Board any legis-
.Lation it intends to propose.

In response to an inquiry from President Brown whether the Spence

ding company bill was introduced at the request of the Board,
Nirm

aX1 Martin stated that the Board was not consulted on the bill and
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had no part in its introduction, and that he had so informed the

Ohm.—
of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee. That did not

h"essarily mean, he said, that he would be opposed to the bill because

he had not had an opportunity to read it and the Board had not discussed

it or
taken any action with respect to it. He also said that a memo-

randum summarizing the principal provisions of the bill and indicating

the differences between it and legislation under consideration in 191i9

811(11950 had been prepared by the Board's counsel and that copies of

he memorandum would be given to the members of the Council in confidence
while they 

were here.

Mr. Evans stated that he understood the Spence bill had been

151‘ePared by the Twelfth District Independent Bankers Association, that

it Might have had some assistance from the Independent Bankers Associa -

4°11 Of which Mr. Ben DuBois was Secretary, but that he (Mr. Evans)

Illicklist°0d that no Government agency had been asked to assist in the

(Irafting of the bill.

Referring to other legislation in which the Board was interested,
Chairm

an Martin mentioned the extension of the authority of the Federal
Reeerv

6 BankS to purchase securities directly from the Treasury and
stated

basis.

that as now proposed that authority would be put on a permanent
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President Brown stated that a number of the members of the

C°11n0i1 were new since the Council last considered this matter, that

its previous position had been that it would have no objection to the

extension of the authority for a limited period so that the matter

c°111d be reviewed from time to time, and that if the legislation had

a l tation on the authority of two or three years the Council would

sl1Pport ito

Mr. Szymczak pointed out that the initiative in asking for the

legislation was being taken by the Treasury and that the Board had been

asked for its views.

Mr. Powell stated that the draft of bill which would liberalize

e4Pital requirements for the admission of State banks to membership in

theSYstem and for the establishment of branches by member banks had not

bee),
" approved by all Federal supervisory agencies. After summarizing

Principal provisions of the bill, he stated that while the Comptroller

Ot th e Currency and the National Association of Supervisors of State

the

Bariks
had approved the bill, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

11" not yet been willing to approve it. In response to a question, he

4d4c1 that no bill on this subject had yet been introduced.

President Brown expressed the view that such a bill should not
be
' controversial one.
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In a further discussion of the bank holding company bill during

which copies of the memorandum prepared by the Boardts counsel were dis-

tributed
Mr. Ringland expressed the view that there was very little

'lance of a bill being enacted in this session and this view was general-

Concurred in.

Mr. Lochead inquired whether the Board would take a position on

the 
spence bill and Chairman Martin stated that the Board had received

4 l'equest from the House Banking and Currency Committee for a report on

the
 
bill and that the Board would be glad to keep in touch with the

CO
w`c-L-L on the matter. Because of his interest in the bill, Mr. Lochead

said h
e would keep in touch with the Board.

President Brown referred to the difficulty in getting support

°t the Principal bank holding companies to legislation previously pro-

by the Board and suggested that if the support of the banking

*ate mr,
-""Y was desired new legislation should be proposed in that same

torn *

This completed the consideration of topics covered by the memo-
411(1,-

submitted by the Council.

President Brown stated that the next meeting of the Council would
be

May 18-20, 1952.
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5. Clearance of nonpar checks. 

Mr. Powell commented on the growth of a competitive situation

Ilhich was developing in Texas in which some member banks in that State

were 
advertising for country bank correspondent accounts stating that

it the country bank would maintain an adequate balance with the member

bank the latter would clear all nonpar checks at par. This arrangement

mras made possible, he said, by the member bank sending the nonpar checks

to 4 4°nmember bank which, in return for a compensating balance, ab-

sorbed the exchange charge by the banks on which the checks were drawn.
He we„

AuJ on to say that the problem arises because the Federal Deposit

—ance Corporation had taken the position that the absorption of ex-
Qharlp,

c*E1 Charges was not a payment of interest which left the may open for
ineurefl

nonmember banks to absorb such charges. He added that the at-
toztne

Ys for the Board were of the opinion that the position could not be
ta
" 

ke„,
that a member bank was absorbing exchange or indirectly paying

interep,4
-. when it handled checks through a nonpar bank which absorbed the

charee
s and the member bank received payment for the checks in full. In

tilt 81.4
vuation, he said, it was difficult to say that by foregoing income

°II a
-nee the member bank WAS paying interest. He made the further

CO
that the practice was an undesirable one for the reason that it

volved
the movement of funds into unnatural channels and the circuitous
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l'°13-ting of checks. He also said that he had taken the matter up with

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation which was concerned with the

matter for these reasons and also because it resulted in large deposits

Of "hoto money in insured nonmember banks, that the Chairman of the Fed-
eral 

Deposit Insurance Corporation had afforded him (Mr. Powell) an

°P.P°ItlirlitY to present the problem before a committee of State banks

111114h had taken the matter for study, and that it would be helpful if

the Council would take the matter before the American Bankers Associa -

arid thresh it out through commercial bank channels.

Mr. Ringland stated that the problem existed in his district
4180 and that his bank was losing deposits as a result of it. He also

414 that 1„
- had been approached by the treasurer of a large corporation

AO ̂
L

Pr
144-ered to maintain a substantial balance with his bank if the bank

" *work out some way of collecting nonpar checks at par, and that it

11°111d be 
NSSible to increase his bank's deposits substantially if it

accept them on that basis but that it had not done so.

*41 RAY stated that the situation in Texas was about as Mr.

"as outlined it, that it was causing banks in Dallas a great dealOf corio

Wotaci

ern, and that other banks, including his own, might be forced as
4 tatter

of meeting competition to follow a similar course.

?resident Brown stated that the practice had existed for a long
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time, and Mr. Powell commented that it was spreading rapidly and was

giving cause for concern.

There was some further discussion of how a solution of the

problem might best be achieved but no conclusions were reached.

Thereupon the meeting adjourned.
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